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Of course, in 2016, we were four years removed from the killing of Trayvon Martin and two years removed from Ferguson ... Like, any Black guy that spoke well was considered white.
Rewatching ‘The Chris Rock Show’ emphasizes the comic’s brilliance – and his continued problem with Black women
another Black man who pleaded for breath under an officer’s knee. Washington Attorney General Bob Ferguson charged officers Christopher Burbank and Matthew Collins, who are both white ...
3 Washington state officers face arraignment in Black man’s restraint death
The movement moment we now find ourselves in, full of urban rebellions blossoming into thousands of actions (including blocking traffic, canvassing communities and protesting the police), has been ...
The Future of the Movement for Black Lives
Joseph Ferguson says Chicago police officials need to ‘assess whether the tests and standards at each stage validly select for job-relevant skills and abilities.’ ...
Chicago inspector general questions bias in police hiring: 37% of applicants Black, 18% hired
So why does Ferguson matter in Chattanooga ... exactly when does the ratio of white/black officers become acceptable? And, when did the gang violence (note, I said nothing about black on black ...
Why Ferguson Matters In Chattanooga - And Response (2)
The Chicago Police Department has struggled to hire an adequate number of Black applicants to reflect the racial makeup of the city, Chicago’s government watchdog said in a report on Thursday.
City’s inspector general finds Chicago Police Department struggles to keep Black candidates in hiring process
The new police chief for Apex said Wednesday that he's ready to take over a department working to overcome a scathing report that revealed "deeply entrenched" racial bias within the force.
Apex's first Black police chief ready to confront 'deeply entrenched' racial bias in department
The Chicago Police Department is struggling to hire applicants that will allow it to reflect the city’s racial makeup, even as it tries to comply with a federal consent decree to improve its policing ...
Chicago Struggles to Hire Black Police Officers, Watchdog Report Says
SCROLL DOWN FOR VIDEO The video begins by saying that Ferguson is the place, 'where white police shot an unarmed black teen in the face.' The shooting spawned a nationwide discussion about the ...
Black kids from Ferguson star in video calling for 'white people to face racism'
Missouri hospital leaders are sounding an alarm over rising cases of COVID-19 and record numbers of patients in some communities, warning of a winter that could be worse than last despite now having ...
Springfield asks state for site to handle surge of COVID-19 patients; Missouri hospital officials warn of ‘ominous fall and winter’
But Olambiwonnu also demonstrates how some white Ferguson residents continue to harbour negative views of their black neighbours. Ferguson Rises spends time with a middle-aged, middle-class white ...
‘Ferguson Rises’: Tribeca Review
Three journalists with Al Jazeera who were tear-gassed during a protest in Ferguson, Missouri, after Michael Brown's death in 2014 have settled a lawsuit with the county whose SWAT team fired the ...
County to pay $280K to journalists tear-gassed in Ferguson
It was a cloudy day on August 9, 2014, here in Ferguson, Missouri, when a Black unarmed teenager, Michael Brown, was shot and killed here on Canfield Drive by a white police officer, Darren Wilson.
In St. Louis, changing a history of violence ‘has to be grassroots’ but can’t end there
Two prominent figures in the fight for Black civil rights are now focusing on a police shooting involving a White teenager, which they say will help their push for landmark legislation.
Sharpton and Crump, high-profile advocates for Black rights, take on White teen shot by police
Months of protests followed the fatal shooting of 18-year-old Brown, who was Black, by a white police officer in the St. Louis suburb of Ferguson in August 2014. Darren Wilson, the officer who ...
3 Al Jazeera Journalists Receive $280K Settlement After Being Tear Gassed in Ferguson
Almost a year after Black organizers were doxxed by the former mayor, several Twitter users called out a white St. Louis attorney for attacks on Action St. Louis, a grassroots racial justice ...
White Police Union Lawyer Goes On Twitter Tirade After Exposing Home Address Of Black Organizers
a Black man who died after repeatedly telling them he couldn’t breathe as he was being restrained. Attorney General Bob Ferguson filed charges of second-degree murder against Christopher Burbank ...
Murder charges filed against officers in Black man’s death
The Chicago Police Department is struggling to hire applicants that will allow it to reflect the city's racial makeup, even as it tries to comply with a federal consent decree ...
Watchdog: Chicago struggles to hire Black police officers
Three journalists with Al Jazeera who were tear-gassed during a protest in Ferguson, Missouri, after Michael Brown's death in 2014 have settled a lawsuit with the county whose SWAT team fired the tear ...
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